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The battle of the three villages is over. The end was a British

victory.

For centuries the three villages slept undisturbed in the mountains

country ringing the Salerno coastal plain. On a clear day you could see then

from the landing beaches, looking like clusters of white pebbles among the

green.

They seemed far beyond the reach of wan yet for days now they have been

in the front line. In one were the British; the next was in No*-mans*land,
The Germans were in the third.

Three villages, so close they were almost one.

You could walk right through all three by the steep and winding road

in less than an hour. But since the fighting reached then., nobody has made

that Journey for the road abruptly stops at a deep chasm Just outside the village
the Germans held.

Here was a slender bridge of' many arches, crossing a river gorge. Explosives

placed by German engineers ripped out the central arch.

Only at night were there travellers through the middle village. They were

British patrols* moving ghostlike among the shadows of houses and Cypress trees

to see what the Germans were doing beyond,

and

The Navy shelled the Germans/Allied Forces bombed then; but they clung

on, to cover forces withdrawing elsewhere.

At last they gave battle. All day there was fighting up and down the hills.

Then the Germans withdrew - to discover more British troops moving in on them from

their flank.

There was nothing for them to do but flee.

Now there is no German in sight. Soon the engineers will mend the bridge.

Villagers will tidy up the wreckage from the streets, and life in the three

villages will be exactly as it was before.
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